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INTRODUCTION 
The Animal Law Cell of the Faculty is constituted:

 
- to explore the least explored field of Animal Laws, encouraging people to

develop a sense of Moral, Social and Ethical Awareness, developing
sensitisation to animals and their suffering.

 
-to educate people with support, contribution and participation of students
and faculty members, by conducting workshops and seminars on Animal

Welfare, with utmost attention on laws and rules for animals.  
 

 -to conduct legal awareness drives on and off campus, organise visits to
Ministries, statutory bodies.. 

 -to create awareness through events like Street Plays, Open Mic, Poster
Making, Debates, Essay writing etc. which will provide an opportunity to

students to delve deeper into this field.
 

 -to work towards building a strong Legal Research team (the cornerstone of
this Cell) to study the Acts and Rules related to animals and publish research

papers.
 



STUDENT INDUCTION 
OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the Student Induction in the Cell is:

to inculcate in them the ethos and culture
of the Animal Law Cell.

help them build bonds with other students
and faculty members.

to build a dedicated team which will work towards this
noble cause. 

expose them to a sense of larger purpose and
exploration of this field.



TEAMS FOR INDUCTION 

3. EVENT MANAGEMENT  

4. CONTENT CREATION 

2. FIELD WORK 

 LEGAL RESEARCH ( CORNERSTONE) 1.



Workshops, Seminars , Webinars 

Competitions: Debate, Essay Writing,
Literary Activities 

Collaborations: NGOs ,Animal Activists,
Colleges, Other Societies(with same
interests)

 Drives: Legal Awareness 

Visits: Veterinary Hospitals, AWBI, Other
Statutory bodies 

ACTIVITIES 



The society is a dedicated forum to educate,
advocate, and research aimed to advance the
interests and welfare of animals through the legal
machinery, and raising the profile in the field of
animal law.

The Animal Law Cell of the Faculty of Law is for
those who want to bring a change in the society,
who want to raise their voice against animal
abuse, who seek career opportunities in Animal
Laws, who are sustainability enthusiasts and who
believe in JUSTICE TO ALL

SUMMARY



THANK YOU 

ANIMAL LAW CELL WELCOMES YOU ALL WITH OPEN ARMS


